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java source statistics calculator Author: Alexander Vasiliev Current version: 1.1.0
Version 1.0.3: Released on July 02, 2006. Added support for multi-threading in
J2ME mode, fixed a bug in J2ME code generation, and added support for J2ME

JAR files. Version 1.0.2: Released on May 16, 2006. Added count of badly
commented lines (lines starting with #), minor bug fixes. Version 1.0.1: Released

on May 13, 2006. Added support for a more strict parser. Version 1.0.0:
Released on April 28, 2006. Here is how it works: java source statistics calculator

is a console Java compiler that generates a JAR file containing a static map of
String - String pairs denoting the source line of each generated class. Each class
is tagged with a source line number. The output JAR file is in the same directory
as the command line arguments to java source statistics calculator. Import and
add commands: Use the import command (must precede the add command) to
import a source file and make it into a JAR file. The imported file can be a single

JAR file or a directory of JAR files. Here is how to import a single JAR file: java
source statistics calculator import inputfile [options] Usage example: import

path/to/importfile/magic.jar Then the command line options are as follows: -w
-walt=filepath -walt is the path to the Java compiler's working directory. The

parameter options are as follows: -w -walt=filepath -walt is the path to the Java
compiler's working directory. -w -javaagent=filepath -walt is the path to the Java
compiler's working directory. The parameter options are as follows: -javaagent

-javaagent=filepath -javaagent is the path to the Java agent that will be run
before the JAR file is built. The optional JAR file that will be run is the one to
which the specified -javaagent parameter points. Here is how to import a

directory of JAR files: java source statistics calculator import directory [options]
Usage example: import path/to/importdirectory/magic.jar [options] Options are

as follows: -x -xjvm -x is the
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Java Source Statistics calculator aims to compute statistics of the source code
not computed by other tools: the number of various java constructs, namely
number of public methods, number of single line comments, etc. Utilizes the

ANTLR technology along with the JAXMEJS library. Give javasourcestat Torrent
Download a try to fully assess its capabilities!Software developer A software
developer is a person who creates or modifies software. A developer may be

considered a practitioner, whose work may be considered in a relevant academic
field such as computer science or engineering or a systems developer, whose

work may be considered in a relevant academic field such as computer science
or engineering. These fields focus on systems architecture, programming

languages, and algorithms. Developers use programming languages to solve
problems. They may also use compilers, batch files, and other tools. With the
fast increasing availability of information and processing power of computers,

today's developer has far more options than in the past. For example, the
programming language Java came into existence in order to combine the

benefits of object-oriented programming with the dynamic nature of scripting.
Developers must be able to learn new languages as required. The fast

development of new technologies such as the Web, the advent of JavaScript,
Flash, Ajax, and new patterns such as HTML5 and others, make it even more
essential for modern developers to learn quickly. The software development

process includes analysis, design, coding, testing, and maintenance. Early steps
in the process include requirements gathering and analysis, scope definition, the
identification of technologies and patterns, the drafting of requirements, design,

coding, testing, and revision. The process of software development includes
creating the blueprint or blueprint, details of the components, the user

experience, and the process of delivering the product. Development tasks The
area of programming expertise often overlaps with the areas of software design
and software testing, which can involve different aspects of development such

as requirements, design, testing and others. Requirements gathering consists of
a technical requirement document that is used to define the requirements for a
new product. Developers must create this document in an organized manner,
prior to the development of the new software. The design process has many

aspects, including the overall project architecture, the overall software
architecture, the graphical design of the software, the visual design of the
software, the navigation design of the software, the behavior of individual

components, and the behavior of modules. Overall architectural considerations
may include elements such as the size and scope of b7e8fdf5c8
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Javasourcestat 

Java Source Statistics calculator is a java calculator aimed to compute some
interesting and useful statistics of the source code such as the number of
various java constructs (method, class, block etc..), the number of Java
statements per line, the total number of methods, etc. Output can be saved as a
file or transmitted to another Java Source Statistics tool. KEY FEATURES: *
Supports ANTLR v2.x, v3.x and v4.x parsers * JaxmeJS is the JavaScript parser
library powering the java calculator which also supports Adobe Flex and Adobe
AIR. To use javasourcestat just click on the Open button and select the required
options. Java Source Statistics tool features the below statistics calculation
options 1) Total number of java statements on a selected location. 2) Number of
methods per.java file. 3) Number of methods per.class file. 4) Number of
methods per.inner class file. 5) Number of classes on a selected location. 6)
Number of public methods per.java file. 7) Number of public methods per.class
file. 8) Number of public methods per.inner class file. 9) Number of public
methods per.package. 10) Number of public methods per.class file. 11) Number
of public methods per.inner class file. 12) Number of package names per.java
file. 13) Number of classes per package. 14) Number of public methods per
class. 15) Number of classes per package. 16) Number of methods per class. 17)
Number of methods per class per inner class. 18) Number of Statements per
line. 19) Number of statements per line. 20) Average number of statements per
line. 21) Percentage of statements per line. 22) Percentage of line of code at the
bottom of the file. 23) Percentage of lines of code at the bottom of the file. 24)
Number of constructors per method. 25) Number of blocks per method. 26)
Number of statements per block. 27) Percentage of statements per block. 28)
Percentage of lines of code at the bottom of the file. 29) Percentage of lines of
code at the bottom of the file. 30) Number of statements per method. 31)
Number of non public methods per.class file. 32) Number of non public methods
per.inner

What's New in the?

javasourcestat was created from javaserverstat-1.4.0.jar, released by the author
of the javaserverstat (Yakov) ANTLR version of the source code was generated
with the following command: antlr_3.2.jar -o antlr_grammar.g4 Parser source
code was generated with the following command: antlr_grammar.g4 info.c 19 21
24 21 22 24 21 23 16 21 22 23 19 20 23 22 It computes the same stats as the
Sun's checkstyle, but are all worded in different ways. The main reason for this is
the checkstyle cannot be customized, and you are stuck with their format. I
personally use this checkstyle, and I think that they are great. You should give it
a try. A similar checker is Eclipse's PMD which can calculate the same stats as
checkstyle. PMD has an output format that is closely related to that of
checkstyle. The Eclipse plugin requires a tika jar to be placed in your project
library. checkstyle Resultant Stats Number of Errors: 55 Number of Failures: 42
Number of Warnings: 8 Number of CPs: 87 Number of PHPs: 81 Number of JSPs:
14 Number of HTML Pages: 10 Number of CSS Files: 6 Number of Classes: 15
Number of Holes: 4 Number of Empty Methods: 8 Number of Single line
comments: 8 Number of Double line comments: 8 Number of Group Comments:
2 Number of Methods With Comments: 2 Number of Inner Classes: 2 Number of
Instance Initializers: 0 Number of Pre-condition check-offs: 5 Number of Todo's: 3
Number of Package Comments: 13 Number of Package initializers: 2 Number of
initializers: 4 Number of Constructors: 2 Number of Constructors with Empty
Body: 0 Number of static initializers: 2 Number of Finalization methods: 2
Number of Illegal statements: 7 Number of Uninitialized values: 3 Number of
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Illegal array Initializers: 0
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System Requirements For Javasourcestat:

Minimum requirements OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer Processor: Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-2400 Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 25 GB Graphics: DirectX
11 Compatible GPU with Shader Model 5.0 Recommended requirements
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 Memory: 8 GB RAM
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